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Abstract Overview

The OSIsoft Academic Hub is an online service offering for engineering education that empowers the workforce of tomorrow with data-focused skills that are needed industry. The OSIsoft Data Education Community brings together OSIsoft’s industry customers and valued partners in academia to inform the design of the service and to develop learning modules based on industry need. Using the Academic Hub, students work with complex, real-world data and the software tools that they will use in industry. Leading universities have integrated OSIsoft Academic Hub with student laboratory-based engineering courses and courses that incorporate the use of real-world data for analytics.
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Introduction

OSIsoft, LLC, a global leader in operational intelligence, delivers an open infrastructure to connect sensor-based data, operations and people to enable real-time and actionable insights. OSIsoft technologies are used by companies across a range of industries in activities such as exploration, extraction, production, generation, process and discrete manufacturing, to leverage streaming data to optimize and enrich their businesses.

OSIsoft offers the Academic Hub, an online data education platform service based on OSIsoft Cloud Services, to support academic efforts. OSIsoft works with its valued customers and leverages its expertise in industrial data to prepare students for today’s industry by instilling time series data literacy. Using the Academic Hub, students work with complex, real-world data and the software tools that they will encounter in industry.

OSIsoft Academic Hub and Lab-based Courses

Engineering departments at leading universities are using the OSIsoft Academic Hub to advance Chemical Engineering Unit Operations, Controls, and other similar courses that incorporate the use of sensor data generated in student learning labs. The online service enables students to bridge gaps between theory and practice, build skills in data analysis and communication, adopt an industry-oriented approach to experimental design, and work collaboratively to promote informed decision making based on real-time data and analytics.
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OSIsoft Data Science Community and Industry-Academia Partnerships

OSIsoft hosts and provides access to real, industrial datasets. OSIsoft customers in industries including brewing, oil and gas, campus operations, and building management have contributed to the OSIsoft Data Science Community by sharing datasets and details about challenges faced in their operations.

One example that will be presented is from Lehigh University. Lehigh collaborated with Deschutes Brewing to develop learning modules to introduce engineering and computer science students to process data analytics. The modules are available to all users of the OSIsoft Academic Hub. Learning modules include prediction of the apparent degree of fermentation, cooling curve prediction, and PCA for visualization and outlier detection.

Conclusions

OSIsoft offers the Academic Hub to empower the workforce of tomorrow with data-focused skills that are needed in today’s industry. Leading universities are currently using the service within engineering lab-based and data science courses. The OSIsoft Data Education Community is supporting academia-industry partnerships to enrich student education by preparing them for careers that involve process data analytics.